
CASE STUDY 

“FSC’s LED lighting solution 
achieves performance levels  
while simultaneously  saving 

energy costs by 40% over 
fluorescent option.” 

 

Quantity: 2,160 – 38WT LED Lensed Strip Fixtures 

The Situation 

A major apparel retailer with a distribution center located in Riverside, CA was looking to convert 
a portion of their warehouse space into an online fulfillment center. They needed a lighting    
system for their new three-story pick module that would achieve proper light levels and meet CA 
Title 24 requirements. 

The Solution 

FSC provided design, photometrics, product recommendation and an engineered lighting       
solution that would achieve performance levels, while simultaneously saving energy costs by 
more than 40% over a fluorescent option.  

Our solution utilized a mix of energy efficient LED’s and smart occupancy sensors that would turn 
the lights off when the aisles were unoccupied. In addition to energy savings, the retailer projects 
low maintenance costs  in comparison to fluorescent fixtures, which have a shorter life               
expectancy; LED fixtures require little to no maintenance and can operate for more than 120,000 
hours. After the installation was complete, the average foot candle reading in the facility          
exceeded the customer's requirements and matched the photometric layout. 

Going beyond efficiency is our top priority, we didn’t just develop and install a brand new lighting 
solution – we went out of our way to ensure the entire process was seamless and affordable. 
Here’s how: 

• Energy Consumption:  38 watts per fixture (less than 0.5 watts per square foot), meeting CA 
Title 24 requirements 

• Light Levels: Met warehouse and egress foot candle requirements 

• Intelligent Lighting Controls: One on/off sensor per row reduced overall project cost. By 
grouping luminaires, switches and sensors, the retailer was able to maximize sensors for 
occupancy detection, meaning lights are off in areas of the facility not in use. In addition, the 
photocell on the on/off sensors allow for the top-level fixtures to turn off when there is    
sufficient natural light from the building's skylights. 

• Prefabrication: Installed custom junction box with on/off sensor for through wiring 

Fulfillment Center  Riverside, CA 

Intelligent       
Lighting Control       
Experts 
 

 Our fixtures can be                
integrated with a wide range 

of options—from simple          
individual fixture-based       

controls to the most complex, 
granular cloud-based IoT     

systems.    
 

We work closely with our              
customers to plan, implement 

and deliver lighting control 
integrations that meet their 

needs. 

For more information about the L28500 Series LED Strip and more FSC LED products call 909-948-8878 

L28500 Series LED Strip Features:  

• Projected L70 122,000 hours 

• Daylight harvesting, bi-level/step dimming, 

occupancy sensors, & emergency battery    

back-up options  

• Energy efficient – up to 90% savings over cur-

rent lighting costs 

• Low maintenance 

• UL and DLC Premium Listed 


